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Beautiful, easy to use, and developer friendly, GridSlider is a highly rated OpenCart
extension that allows developers and webmasters to build responsive and retina ready
rich user experience. It provides very easy way to display data on sliders. GridSlider is
very simple to install and easy to set up. We always enjoy helping designers make the
best of OpenCart. This guide will show you how to create a store from scratch, so you
can see how great your store can look like. Even if you dont want a child theme, we
have created a tutorial that will have your store in no time with just 5 simple steps.
Shoppingcart is one of the most popular and user friendly OpenCart Shopping Cart

extensions that will help you to go out with style and ease. Shoppingcart features the
following highlighted features: Mega Menu, Auto Category, Category Breadcrumbs, SEO,
Speed & Performance, SSL encryption, PayPal Express and Paypal In-Cart. OpenCart is a
renowned platform for the eCommerce industry. Thus, you are recommended to opt for

a theme that offers the most out-of-the-box functionality. For this purpose, OpenCart
developer TemplateMela has released a brilliant array of templates that will help you

build a fully-functioning store in just a couple of minutes. Thus, the list of best OpenCart
themes is not lacking in any ways. If youre seeking for a theme to add stunning

functionality and features to your store, you can always go with ShopWoo. With more
than 40,000 plus sales, ShopWoo is an OpenCart based theme that oozes high-end

features and back-end customization.
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this guide gives you an idea of the most important settings you can modify in your opencart store to give
your customers an exceptional online shopping experience. for example, if your store shows products in a

linear fashion and you want to display them in a grid format, you can modify your store to show the
products in a grid format. many changes can be made to the way your store looks and functions, such as
changing the menu that appears on the top of the page and changing the settings for your products and
categories. mega menu is designed to fit the specific needs of most users, from the development side, to
the seo, to the design, its designed to offer a complete solution for your needs. generate a menu quickly
and easily through a drag-and-drop, pre-defined styles, or create your own from scratch. mega menu has

various types of presets, which can be used to quickly create a variety of menu styles. you can choose
from three presets: header, slide-down, and fixed. or you can build the menu from scratch, by using our
drag-and-drop interface, and add any css styles to match your website design. the mega menu has an
extremely flexible settings system, that allows you to control almost everything about the menu. if you
are looking for great support when it comes to updating or developing for the mega menu, then you will
not be disappointed. it will be your one-stop shop for all of your menu needs. it features a user-friendly

interface, and can be easily configured using the settings page. it also has a clean, professional look, with
a minimalistic layout. the mega menu is made to be a 100% responsive, and optimized for mobile

devices. 5ec8ef588b
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